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Abstract
Objective. High-density electrode arrays are a powerful tool in both clinical neuroscience 
and basic research. However, current manufacturing techniques require the use of specialised 
techniques and equipment, which are available to few labs. We have developed a high-density 
electrode array with customisable design, manufactured using simple printing techniques and 
with commercially available materials. Approach. Electrode arrays were manufactured by 
thick-film printing a platinum–gold alloy (Pt/Au) and an insulating dielectric on 96% alumina 
ceramic plates. Arrays were conditioned in serum and serum-free conditions, with and 
without 1 kHz, 200 µA, charge balanced stimulation for up to 21 d. Array biocompatibility 
was assessed using an extract assay and a PC-12 cell contact assay. Electrode impedance, 
charge storage capacity and charge injection capacity were before and after array 
conditioning. Main results. The manufactured Pt/Au electrodes have a highly porous surface 
and exhibit electrical properties comparable to arrays manufactured using alternative 
techniques. Materials used in array manufacture were found to be non-toxic to L929 
fibroblasts by extract assay, and neuronal-like PC-12 cells adhered and extended neurites 
on the array surfaces. Arrays remained functional after long-term delivery of electrical 
pulses while exposed to protein-rich environments. Charge storage capacities and charge 
injection capacities increased following stimulation accounted for by an increase in surface 
index (real surface area) observed by vertical scanning interferometry. Further, we observed 
accumulation of proteins at the electrode sites following conditioning in the presence of 
serum. Significance. This study demonstrates the in vitro biocompatibility of commercially 
available thick-film printing materials. The printing technique is both simple and versatile, 
with layouts readily modified to produce customized electrode arrays. Thick-film electrode 
arrays are an attractive tool that may be implemented for general tissue engineering and 
neuroscience research.
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1. Introduction

High-density electrode arrays are one of the most promising 
technologies at the interface of engineering and biology. By 
forming many independent electrical contacts with small sub-
sets of cells, densely packed electrodes provide a unique tool 
to study the development and function of neural networks; 
whether in vitro or in vivo (Churchland et  al 2007, Viventi 
et  al 2011, Spira and Hai 2013). When used for electrical 
stimulation or recording purposes, this ‘high resolution’—
in the order of hundreds to thousands of contact points per 
square centimetre—also holds great potential in the clinic. 
High-density arrays are being incorporated into visual pros-
theses, stimulating electrically smaller units within the retina 
to recreate a richer sensory experience in blind individuals 
(Palanker et al 2005, Sekirnjak et al 2008). Similar concepts 
are being designed to guide motor function in prosthetic limbs 
(Hochberg et al 2012, Collinger et al 2013) and to treat epi-
lepsy (Waziri et al 2009).

Although high-density arrays are beginning to be imple-
mented for a variety of applications, their widespread use 
is limited by challenges in their design and manufacture. 
Photolithography, wet etching, and thin-film deposition are 
the most common techniques used in the manufacture of these 
types of arrays (Borkholder et  al 1997, Grumet et  al 2000, 
Heuschkel et al 2002, Gholmieh et al 2006). Although these 
techniques do produce tightly packed circuits with micrometre-
scale features, they involve multiple steps of production and 
require the use of specialized equipment and materials, which 
are rarely available to most neuroscience labs. Fabrication 
may be subcontracted, though we believe that the resulting 
gap between manufacture and biological testing may limit 
the widespread use of high-density electrode arrays. Another 
possible reason, especially applicable to reusable systems in 
biological testing labs, is their relative fragility and the chal-
lenge of interconnection. Therefore we find that there is, in the 
current research landscape, a need for alternative methods to 
produce high density electrode arrays.

Thick-film technology is amongst the simplest techniques 
used in circuit manufacturing. It is centred around the use of 
screen printing, in which an ink is transferred to a surface 
through a patterned screen. The pattern can be designed using 
standard drawing packages, no specialist software is required. 
In thick-film circuit manufacture, the inks used are special 
pastes which are dried then sintered to form electrically con-
ductive or insulating features.

Thick-film printing is commonly used in many industries, 
the circuits are robust so it remains the preferred option for 
electronics operating in harsh environments (e.g. marine and 

aerospace applications). Several well-established options for 
interconnection are available depending on the application. 
The versatility and low cost associated with this technique 
have made it the choice for areas of scientific research such 
as biosensor fabrication (Albareda-Sirvent et al 2000). This 
includes sensors for blood electrolytes (Pace and Hamerslag 
1992), glucose (Bilitewski et al 1991), neuroactive compounds 
(Joshi et al 2005, Istamboulie et al 2010), and immuno-sen-
sors (Wang et  al 1998). Given the advantages presented, it 
would also be desirable to implement this technique in the 
field of neuroscience. We believe that for it to appeal to many 
researchers, we must demonstrate a high yield with electrode 
density in the hundreds per cm2 using commercial manufac-
turing methods, so that any research lab could confidently sub-
contract the production to a local thick-film printing company. 
Cytotoxicity of commercially available pastes is therefore key 
to the adoption of the method, hence it is the focus of this 
paper. Further, electrode arrays can degrade and fail to func-
tion correctly with extended use, particularly when implanted 
within the body. We have therefore also tested the stability of 
thick-film arrays when exposed to a protein-rich environment, 
modelling long-term cell culture or implantation applications.

We have designed and produced an electrode array using 
thick-film printing techniques and commercially available 
base materials. The electrode sites, tracks, and connectors 
are composed of a single layer of platinum/gold (Pt/Au) alloy 
printed on an alumina ceramic plate. Insulation of tracks is 
achieved by printing a further layer of dielectric material on 
top. This process is well-established and produces circuits 
that are suitable for the long-term delivery of electrical pulses. 
Despite the simplicity of the manufacturing process, arrays 
can be produced with a high yield with an inter-electrode pitch 
of 500 µm, approximately equivalent to 400 electrode sites 
per cm2. Higher electrode densities, with a pitch of 75 µm, can 
be achieved using a laser to post-process the prints (Ordonez 
et al 2009). While this feature size is larger than that of some 
thin-film neural probes, we believe, for the reasons outlined 
previously, that the method will appeal to many researchers.

A potential major limitation in the use of commercial 
thick-film inks is biocompatibility, as the inks are designed 
for circuit manufacturing—and not for biological applica-
tions. However, we found none of the materials present in 
our arrays affected cell survival in in vitro cultures. Since 
electrode arrays have to be in close proximity with neurons 
to establish a successful interface, we tested the capacity of 
these cells to grow on our arrays as substrates. Neuronal-like 
cell lines were found to successfully attach and extend neu-
rites; suggesting the thick-film arrays are suited for in vitro 
electrophysiological applications.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Electrode array fabrication

Thick-film electrode arrays consisting of conductive Pt/Au 
tracks and insulating dielectric on alumina plates were manu-
factured by screen printing. Electrodes in the arrays were 
arranged in a hexagonal design: a main electrode surrounded 
by a ring of 6 electrically connected guard electrodes. Two 
hexagonal arrays were printed on each substrate. Schematic 
representation and optical micrographs of the hex electrode 
arrays are shown in figure 1. Although we chose to distribute 
the electrodes in hexagonal units for comparison with the 

work of Green et al (2013), any other pattern could be pro-
duced with similar feature sizes.

To print the electrode arrays, patterns were designed 
using 2D-CAD software (AutoCAD, Autodesk Inc, and 
LibreCAD). Patterns were then either transferred onto home-
made screens using a laser (Nd-YAG, Laservall Violino 2, 
Laservall) controlled by Smartist 4.1 software (Laservall), or 
sent to a subcontractor to produce professional quality screens 
(MCI Precision Screens). Pt/Au conductor paste (5837-G, 
ESL) was printed onto alumina plates (Rubalit, 708S, 96% 
Aluminium Oxide, CeramTec) through the screen, using a 
screen printing machine (model 1202, DEK). After levelling 

200 µm 

A

Solder Pads

Electrode sites

Main electrode

Guard electrodes

Dielectric

Pt/Au

5 mm 

B C

2 mm 

Figure 1. Hexagonal electrode array. (A) Diagram of the electrode array. The Pt/Au tracks (grey) are printed on top of the alumina plate 
(white background). Parts of the tracks are covered by a layer of dielectric (green) as a means of insulation. Each of the 14 electrode sites is 
designed to have an approximate diameter of 150 µm. (B) and (C) Optical images of the electrodes.
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at room temperature for 5–10 min, the paste was dried at 125 
°C for 15 min then fired at 850 °C for 10 min in a thick-film 
belt furnace (model 840, DEK). Dielectric paste (4771-p1, 
ESL) was printed on top of the plates, levelled and dried as 
the Pt/Au paste before sintering by firing at 525 °C for 5 min. 
The manufacturing process is summarized in figure 2.

When passing of electrical current through the electrode 
arrays was required, insulated tinned copper wires were sol-
dered to the solder pads (figure 1). After thorough cleaning to 
remove flux residues, an insulating layer of silicone rubber 
(3140 RTV Coating, Dow Corning) was applied to the solder 
pads and cured at room temperature.

All electrode arrays were cleaned in detergent (Teepol-L, 
Teepol) and sodium phosphate solution, and rinsed in deion-
ized water as previously described (Lonys et al 2015). Prior 
to the neuronal contact assay, electrode arrays were leached in 
ethanol (⩾5 min), cleaned in acetone and steam autoclaved at 
121 °C for 15 min.

2.2. Electrode array conditioning, including stimulation

To simulate long-term exposure to different environments, elec-
trode arrays were placed for 3–21 d in plastic wells filled with 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), 100% foetal calf serum (FCS, 
heat inactivated, First Link Ltd), 1% horse serum diluted in 
culture medium (HS), or serum-free culture medium (SFCM). 
Culture medium composition is given in section  2.4.2. These 
arrays are referred to as conditioned electrode arrays. A group 
of each of these conditioned arrays also simultaneously under-
went electrical stimulation to model charge transfer for extended 
periods of time. These arrays are referred to as Stimulated-
Conditioned. Stimulation was in the form of a 1 kHz charge-
balanced modified square wave with an amplitude of 220 µA 
and an interphase delay of 100 µs, delivered through a custom-
made constant current circuit. Pulses were delivered between the 
central electrode (cathode) and the ring of grounded guard elec-
trodes (anodes). The resultant cathodic charge per phase was 88 
nC (a charge density of circa 0.3 mC cm−2 w.r.t. geometric area). 
These stimulation settings were recently used in an in vitro study 
of similarly proportioned electrode arrays to simulate long-term 

passive degradation (Green et al 2013). The stimulation lasted 
for the entire conditioning phase, which, for 21 d, was equiva-
lent to 1.8  ×  109 pulses. Electrode array conditioning, including 
stimulation, is summarized in figures 3(a) and (b).

Conditioning lasted either 3 d in PBS, FCS, SFCM or HS 
(for the protein work, see section 2.5), or 21 d in PBS or 100% 
FCS (for the PC-12 cell culture, section 2.4.2), with medium 
changed every 7 d. Arrays conditioned for only 3 d are 
referred to as Short-Conditioned while the term Conditioned 
is used for the 21 d conditioning phase. This is illustrated by 
figures 3(a) and (b) respectively.

There were 4 groups that underwent the long conditioning 
phase: Conditioned-PBS, Stimulated-Conditioned-PBS, 
Conditioned-FCS and Stimulated-Conditioned-FCS (figure 
3(a)). To these, a fifth group is added, the Unconditioned 
arrays. Some arrays of each of these 5 groups were removed 
at this stage for analysis (EIS, VSI and CV), the rest were 
used for PC-12 cell culture. The remaining arrays in the 
unconditioned group were then electrically stimulated during 
the 72 h PC-12 cell culture. This new group is called Active-
Unconditioned, where the term active indicates that the 
stimulation was delivered during the PC-12 cell culture, as 
opposed to during the conditioning phase. As summarised 
in figure 3(a), a total of 5 groups were thus exposed to the 
PC-12 cell culture and subsequent analysis, as described in 
section 2.4.2. A total of 3 groups were imaged for protein auto-
fluorescence: Stimulated-Conditioned-FCS, Stimulated-Short-
Conditioned-HS and Stimulated-Short-Conditioned-SFCM 
(section 2.5.1, figure  3(b)). Finally, a total of 4 groups were 
tested with the bicinchoninic acid assay: Stimulated-Short-
Conditioned-FCS, Short-Conditioned-FCS, Stimulated-Short-
Conditioned-PBS and Short-Conditioned-PBS (section 2.5.2, 
figure 3(b)).

2.3. Electrode array characterisation

The following techniques were used to characterise the prop-
erties of the arrays. Figure 3 shows which method was used 
for each group of arrays.

2.3.1. Surface topography. The surface profile of the elec-
trode arrays was characterized with vertical scanning inter-
ferometry (VSI, ContourGT, Bruker) and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM 5500 LV). Prior to SEM of cell 
or protein coated arrays, the arrays were fixed in 2.5% glutar-
aldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer for 30 min, and 
dehydrated in an ascending ethanol series.

2.3.2. Electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Electrode 
arrays were placed in plastic wells filled with PBS, which 
served as a conductive electrolyte solution. Using an imped-
ance analyser (6500B series, Wayne Kerr Electronics), the 
impedance was measured by applying 50 mV sinusoids from 
20 Hz to 100 kHz between central and guard electrodes.

2.3.3. Cyclic voltammetry (CV). To measure the electrode 
charge storage capacity (CSC), electrode arrays were placed 
in PBS purged with N2. Following 30 min settling time, cyclic 

850 °C

525 °C

Alumina plate

Pt/Au paste for tracks printed on plate

Samples fired at 850 °C to sinter Pt/Au

Dielectric paste printed on plate

Samples fired at 525 °C to sinter dielectric

Final product

Figure 2. Summary of the fabrication process of a thick-film 
electrode array.
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voltammetry (CV) sweeps were performed using a Modula-
bXM Potentiostat (Solartron Analytical, USA), with a sweep 
rate of 50 mV s−1 from  −0.6 V to  +0.8 V, the water window 
(Cogan 2008, Green et  al 2013). A saturated calomel (SCE) 
reference electrode and a platinum counter electrode were used, 
the thick film electrode formed the working electrode (Kumsa 
et al 2016). Data was recorded using ModulabXM ECS soft-
ware (version 2.2.x, Solartron Analytical) and analysed using 
MATLAB (R2013a and R2014b, The MathWorks, Inc.).

2.3.4. Charge injection capacity (Qinj). To determine the 
charge injection capacity (Qinj) electrode arrays were placed 
in PBS. Charge controlled biphasic waveforms were applied 
at 1 kHz through the central electrode using an Ag/AgCl 
reference electrode and a platinum counter electrode. The 
maximum negative potential excursion (Emc) and maximum 
positive potential excursion (Ema) were determined from the 
voltage transient waveform which was measured differentially 

versus Ag/AgCl (see supplementary figure 1 (stacks.iop.org/
JNE/14/036012/mmedia), Cogan 2008). The charge injection 
limit was defined as the charge applied which polarises the 
electrode to either limit of the water window, −0.6 V (Emc) 
to  +0.8 V (Ema). Data was recorded using a digital oscillo-
scope and analysed using MATLAB (R2013a and R2014b, 
The MathWorks, Inc.).

2.4. Biocompatibility

2.4.1. Extract assay. Extract tests were performed using the 
L929 (85011425, Sigma) fibroblastic cell line, following ISO 
10993-5 (2009). As illustrated in figure 3(c), electrode arrays 
at different steps of manufacture (alumina plates with sintered 
Pt/Au and/or dielectric tracks, and the naked alumina plates) 
were autoclave sterilized and incubated in PBS at 70 °C for 
24 h to produce the extracts. 1 ml of extract was produced for 
every 6 cm2 of exposed surface (ISO 10993-12 2012).

Figure 3. (a) Flowchart of experimental protocol for electrode array conditioning, including stimulation, for PC-12 cell culture and 
analysis. PBS  =  phosphate buffered saline, FCS  =  foetal calf serum, EIS  =  electrical impedance spectroscopy, VSI  =  vertical scanning 
interferometry, CV  =  cyclic voltammetry.

J. Neural Eng. 14 (2017) 036012
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L929 cells (passage 15) were seeded onto 24-well and 
96-well cell culture plates, at a density of 20 000 cells cm−2. 
The culture medium used was high-glucose Dulbecco’s modi-
fied Eagle’s medium (D-6429, Sigma) supplemented with 
10% (v/v) foetal calf serum (First Link Ltd.), 100 IU ml−1  
penicillin, and 100 µg ml−1 streptomycin (both from Life 
Technologies). Cells were incubated for 24 h (37 °C, 5% CO2),  
to form a semi-confluent monolayer. Medium was replaced 
with a 25% extract  +  75% culture medium solution. Negative 
controls consisting of high-density polyethylene extracts 
(HDPE, PUR-1050 Medical Grade UHMWPE, Orthoplastics), 
positive controls (gradients of phenol or ethanol) and blank 
controls (PBS) were also used. Cells were exposed to extract 
solutions or controls for 48 h.

To assess cell survival, cells in 24-well plates were detached 
from the wells by incubating in trypsin/EDTA (ethylenediami-
netetraacetic acid, Life Technologies) at 37 °C, 5% CO2, for 
5 min. A trypan blue viability assay (Sigma) and manual cell 
counts were performed using a hemocytometer. Metabolic 
activity assays were carried out on cells in 96-well plates. Extract 
solutions were replaced with phenol-free culture medium 
supplemented with 10 µl of MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol- 
2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide dye, Millipore), 
and incubated for 4 h at 37 °C. Fluorescent emission was 
read at 510 nm (Fluoroskan Ascent, ThermoScientific). 
Measurements were normalized with respect to cells exposed 
to blank controls.

Figure 3. (b) Flowchart of experimental protocol for protein autofluorescence imaging, BCA assay and analysis. FCS  =  foetal calf serum, 
PBS  =  phosphate buffered saline, HS  =  Horse Serum, SFCM  =  serum-free culture medium, BCA  =  bicinchoninic acid. (c) Flowchart of 
experimental protocol for L929 cells extract test. PBS  =  phosphate buffered saline, Pt/Au  =  platinum/gold alloy.

J. Neural Eng. 14 (2017) 036012
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2.4.2. Neuronal contact assay. The cells of the PC-12 cell 
line reversibly differentiate into sympathetic-neuron-like cells 
in the presence of nerve growth factor (NGF), extending neu-
rites and developing electrical excitability (Fujita et al 1989). 
The electrode arrays presented in this study are designed to be 
in direct contact with neuronal tissue; therefore PC-12 cells 
were chosen for a contact biocompatibility assay. Cell body 
density and neurite extension at the electrode sites were used 
as indicators of biocompatibility. Array treatment conditions 
for PC-12 cell culture are summarized in figure 3(a).

PC-12 cells (88022401, ECACC) at passage 8 were cul-
tured on poly-D-lysine plated flasks for 7 d in preparation for 
this assay. RPMI-1640 (Sigma) supplemented with 10 mM 
HEPES buffer, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 1% horse serum (all 
three from Sigma), 50 ng ml−1 NGF, 100 IU ml−1 penicillin, 
and 100 µg ml−1 streptomycin was used as culture medium. 
Cells were resuspended in medium containing 100 ng ml−1 
NGF, and seeded onto electrode arrays coated with collagen 
IV (10 µg cm−2, Sigma), at a density of 20 000 cells cm−2. 
Cells were allowed to adhere for 24 h (37 °C, 5% CO2), before 
wells were flooded with medium. Cells were incubated for a 
further 72 h before analysis. During 72 h culture, some of the 
electrode arrays were stimulated as described in section 2.2, 
resulting in the group termed Active-Unconditioned, see 
figure 3(a).

Cells adhered to the arrays were fixed with buffered for-
malin and stained with FITC conjugated phalloidin (1:100 
dilution, Sigma) and DAPI (20 µg ml−1, Sigma). Samples 
were visualized with a fluorescence microscope (Axioskop 2 
Plus, Zeiss). Six images from individual electrode sites were 
taken for every array and used for analysis. Cell counts were 
performed using Image-J (v1.48, National Institutes of Health, 
USA). Neurite outgrowth was quantified using the WIS-
NeuroMath software tool (Rishal et al 2013). Only extensions 
longer than the average cell body diameter were considered 
neurites and were included in the statistical analysis. Contrast 
and brightness were optimized to facilitate viewing of cells 
and structures in the figures presented.

2.5. Protein analysis—stimulation in physiological environment

2.5.1. Visual observations. To assess the effects of the in vivo 
environment on electrode array properties, arrays were condi-
tioned in FCS as well as PBS. Analysis (after the PC12-cell 
culture) of the Stimulated-Conditioned-FCS arrays was not 
possible due to autofluorescent agglomerates at the electrodes 
sites which impeded the visualisation of the cells. Autofluo-
rescence was also observed on the central electrodes of the 
Active-Unconditioned arrays. We hypothesized that these 
agglomerates consisted of serum proteins which had adsorbed 
to the electrode sites, and carried out further investigation, 
summarised in figure 3(b).

In a first phase, electrode arrays were conditioned, including 
stimulation, following the protocol described in section 2.2, 
for 72 h in culture medium either with, or without, 1% horse 
serum, to replicate the agglomerates observed on the Active-
Unconditioned arrays. These were imaged under fluorescence 
microscopy and SEM.

2.5.2. BCA (bicinchoninic acid) assay. A BCA assay was 
carried out to determine the total mass of protein in the 
agglomerates and adsorbed to the array surface. Due to sput-
ter coating for SEM, further analysis could not be carried out 
on samples from the first phase. Therefore, in a second phase, 
electrode arrays were conditioned, with and without stimula-
tion, in either PBS or 100% FCS for 72 h. Arrays were washed 
in PBS to remove loosely bound protein, and adsorbed protein 
was removed by incubation for 2 h at 37 °C in protein dis-
solution buffer (125 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 0.5% SDS) with 
gentle agitation. Proteins were precipitated from the buffer 
using acetone, re-dissolved in PBS, and mixed in equal vol-
umes with microBCA reagent (23235, Thermo Scientific). 
Samples were incubated at 37 °C for 2 h and absorbance was 
read at 562 nm (M200Pro, Tecan). A bovine serum albumin 
(BSA, Sigma) standard curve was used to calculate protein 
concentrations.

2.6. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis and data plotting was carried out using 
SPSS (IBM SPSS software, Version 22.0, IBM Corp.). Data 
from biocompatibility studies were analysed using one-way 
ANOVA tests (with Bonferroni post hoc comparisons). Where 
there were non-equal variances (by Levene’s tests), data were 
analysed using Welch’s F-test followed by Games-Howell post 
hoc tests rather than Bonferroni post hoc tests. Assumptions 
of normality were tested using the Shapiro–Wilk test. Paired 
samples (CV before and after conditioning) were analysed 
using Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests due to non-normal dis-
tributions. Differences were considered significant when 
p  <  0.05. Sample sizes (n  =  5, n  =  10) was chosen a priori. 
Data is presented as Tukey boxplots. Values are presented as 
means  ±  standard deviation to three significant figures.

3. Results

3.1. Electrode characterisation

3.1.1. Surface topography. VSI on Unconditioned (as manu-
factured) arrays showed that electrode sites have a diameter of 
150 µm, with conductive tracks 90 µm wide. The conductive 
Pt/Au tracks have a maximum thickness of 15 µm, and the 
dielectric insulator layer is 10 µm thick (figure 4). Assuming a 
half-ellipsoid electrode geometry and accounting for adjacent 
track area not covered by dielectric, Pt/Au electrodes have a 
geometric surface area of approximately 0.0295 mm2. The as 
manufactured electrodes are rough and highly porous with Sa 
circa 0.95 µm and surface index circa 3.34 (see table 1). This 
can also be observed in the scanning electron micrographs 
(figure 5).

Following 21 d of stimulation in PBS, the electrode sur-
face roughness and surface index increased to Sa  =  1.350  ±   
0.400 µm ( p  =  0.010), and 5.335  ±  1.079 ( p  <  0.001) 
respectively. Incubation in PBS without stimulation also 
increased the surface index significantly, to 4.519  ±  0.754 
( p  =  0.009), but did not significantly alter the surface rough-
ness (Sa  =  1.058  ±  0.181 µm, p  =  0.057). The differences 
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following stimulation in PBS observed under VSI were not 
obvious under SEM (figure 5).

3.1.2. Electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). EIS was used 
to characterize the impedance of the electrode arrays. The results 
are displayed as Bode plots for the Unconditioned, Stimulated-
Conditioned-PBS and Stimulated-Conditioned-FCS arrays in 
figure 6. The results at low (20 Hz), medium (1 kHz) and high 
(100 Khz) frequencies were compared (table 2).

As described in section  2, the electrode array stability 
was assessed using biphasic pulses to simulate long-term 
use (1.8  ×  109 pulses throughout a period of 21 d). This cor-
responds to a cathodic charge density of circa 0.3 mC cm−2 
w.r.t. geometric area, or 0.09 mC cm−2 w.r.t. real area using a 

ratio of geometric to real area of 3.48, as calculated from the 
VSI results (section 3.1).

At low frequency, there were no significant differences 
between the arrays tested (Welch’s F-Test, p  =  0.091, F(4, 
7.277)  =  3.052). Conditioned-PBS arrays have similar 
impedance to as manufactured arrays (p  ⩾  0.498). Stimulated-
Conditioned-PBS arrays show a decrease in impedance at 
1 kHz compared with Unconditioned arrays (p  =  0.044), with 
no significant differences at 20 Hz or 100 kHz (p  ⩾  0.19). 
SEM did not highlight any noticeable differences in topog-
raphy between these arrays (figure 5), however differences 
were observed in surface roughness and index (table 1). At 
1 kHz, there is significant increase in impedance when arrays 
are conditioned with serum, with and without stimulation, 

-10 µm

-20 µm

-30 µm

-40 µm

-2 µm

-7 µm

-17 µm

-12 µm

Figure 4. 3D reconstructions of the surface of a hex electrode array (top) and a single electrode site (bottom) produced by vertical scanning 
interferometry.

Table 1. Surface topography of platinum/gold electrodes printed on alumina (mean  ±  S.D. for n  =  10).

Before conditioning After 21 d conditioning

Stimulated-conditioned-PBS Conditioned-PBS Stimulated-conditioned-PBS Conditioned-PBS

Sa (µm) 0.952  ±  0.085a 0.945  ±  0.051 1.35  ±  0.40a 1.06  ±  0.18
Surface index 3.34  ±  0.24b 3.48  ±  0.37c 5.33  ±  1.08b 4.52  ±  0.75c

Note: significant differences by paired t-tests are indicated by superscripts.
a p  =  0.010, b p  <  0.001, c p  =  0.009.
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compared with conditioning in PBS (p  ⩽  0.004). At 100 kHz, 
this increase is only observed for arrays stimulated in serum 
compared with PBS (p  =  0.012).

3.1.3. Cyclic voltammetry (CV). CV responses to a 50 mV s−1 
sweep were measured with either the central cathode or ring 
electrodes as working electrode. CV response normalized to 

electrode geometric area is shown in supplementary figures 2 
and 3. CSCs and cathodic CSCs (cCSC) for Unconditioned, 
Conditioned-PBS and Stimulated-Conditioned-PBS arrays 
are reported in table 3.

Prior to conditioning in PBS cCSC of central electrodes 
were significantly different while all other values were not 
significantly different. Stimulation in PBS increases CSC and 

A

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

B

Figure 5. Scanning electron micrographs of an electrode site: (A) as manufactured (Unconditioned); and (B) following delivery of 
electrical pulses in PBS at 37 °C for 21 d (Stimulated-Conditioned-PBS). On the right, high magnification images of the electrodes 
(×2000) make the high porosity of the electrode surface appreciable.

Figure 6. Bode plots of frequency-dependent impedance of electrode arrays as-manufactured (Unconditioned), and following the delivery 
of electrical stimuli for 21 d in either PBS (Stimulated-Conditioned-PBS) or foetal calf serum (Stimulated-Conditioned-FCS). Data 
presented as mean  ±  SD, for n  =  5 electrode arrays.
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cCSC: for ring and central electrodes compared with elec-
trodes which had not undergone stimulation (p  ⩽  0.002); and 
for central electrodes compared with the same electrodes prior 
to stimulation (p  ⩽  0.048).

3.1.4. Charge injection capacity (Qinj). Electrode Qinj increased 
following 21 d in PBS, with and without stimulation (see 
table 4). There was no significant difference in Qinj after 21 d 
conditioning compared with before conditioning for stimulated 
electrodes t(4)  =  −1.918, p  =  0.128, and not-stimulated elec-
trodes t(4)  =  −3.097, p  =  0.036, αbonferroni  =  0.025. There was 
no significant difference in Qinj after 21 d conditioning between 
Stimulated-Conditioned-PBS samples and Conditioned-PBS 
samples, t(4)  =  0.262, p  =  0.806. A Shannon Plot (log-D ver-
sus log-Q) of Qinj before and after conditioning is given in sup-
plementary figure 4 with charge density normalised to real and 
geometric areas (Shannon 1992, Cogan et al 2016).

3.2. Biocompatibility

3.2.1. Extract assay. To evaluate electrode array cytotoxic-
ity, extract tests were performed using the L929 fibroblast 
cell line, as illustrated in figure  3(c). Of the samples tested 
(alumina ceramic plates, alumina with sintered Pt/Au tracks, 
alumina with sintered dielectric, and final construct), none of 
the leachants were found to have a significant effect on cell 
survival (trypan blue assay, p  =  0.336) or metabolic activity 

(MTT assay) (p  =  0.054, n  =  5) compared with HDPE extract 
negative controls (figure 7 and supplementary figure 5).

3.2.2. Neuronal contact assay. Contact biocompatibility 
assays were performed with PC-12 cells cultured on Condi-
tioned-PBS, Stimulated-Conditioned-PBS, Conditioned-FCS, 
Stimulated-Conditioned-FCS, and Active-Unconditioned 
electrode arrays (figure 3(a)). Intense protein autofluores-
cence prevented analysis of the Stimulated-Conditioned-FCS 
electrode arrays. The results reported hereafter therefore 
only concern the Conditioned-PBS, Stimulated- Conditioned-
PBS, Conditioned-FCS, and Active-Unconditioned electrode 
arrays.

PC-12 cells were significantly increased in number at the 
electrode sites relative to controls cultured on collagen-coated 
glass coverslips (p  <  0.001, n  =  5). PC-12 cells extended neu-
rites in all electrode array treatment conditions tested. Cells 
tended to extend more neurites when grown on arrays com-
pared with controls, with cells in the Active-Unconditioned 
and Conditioned-FCS groups expressing significantly more 
neurites (p  =  0.013 and p  =  0.043, respectively, n  =  5). 
These results are shown in figure 8. Neurite length on arrays 
was not significantly different to coverslip controls. Controls 
demonstrated that the addition of NGF did not affect PC-12 
cell density, and that without NGF PC-12 cells did not express 
neurites.

Table 2. Impedance (|Z|) of thick-film platinum/gold electrodes printed on alumina (mean  ±  S.D. for n  =  5).

Frequency

Impedance (|Z|, in kΩ)

Unconditioned
Stimulated-
conditioned-PBS Conditioned-PBS

Stimulated-
conditioned-FCS Conditioned-FCS

20 Hz 187  ±  74 93.2  ±  9.8 126  ±  28 139  ±  28 285  ±  80
1 kHz 7.73  ±  1.49a 4.93  ±  0.83a,b 6.46  ±  1.68c 8.72  ±  0.57b 10.8  ±  2.1c

100 kHz 1.61  ±  0.25d 1.60  ±  0.30e 1.78  ±  0.40 2.30  ±  0.15d,e 1.76  ±  0.30

Note: significant differences by Bonferroni post hoc tests are indicated by superscripts.
a p  =  0.044, b p  =  0.003, c p  =  0.004, d p  =  0.014, e p  =  0.012.

Table 3. Charge storage capacities (CSC) and cathodic CSCs (cCSC) of thick-film platinum/gold electrodes printed on alumina, 
normalized to geometric area (mean  ±  S.D. for n  =  10).

Central electrode

Before conditioning (unconditioned) After 21 d conditioning

Stimulated-conditioned-PBS Conditioned-PBS Stimulated-conditioned-PBS Conditioned-PBS

CSC (mC cm−2) 9.41  ±  3.52a 7.05  ±  1.78 16.1  ±  7.0a,b 9.89  ±  4.50b

cCSC (mC cm−2) 5.51  ±  2.08c,d 8.41  ±  2.84c 5.56  ±  1.15d,e 5.19  ±  0.86e

Ring electrodes

Before conditioning (unconditioned) After 21 d conditioning

Stimulated-conditioned-PBS Conditioned-PBS Stimulated-conditioned-PBS Conditioned-PBS

CSC (mC cm−2) 10.8  ±  3.1 9.16  ±  2.23f 9.60  ±  1.80g 7.56  ±  0.94f,g

cCSC (mC cm−2) 4.07  ±  0.95 4.98  ±  1.13h 5.21  ±  2.50i 4.15  ±  0.40h,i

Note: significant differences by Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests are indicated by superscripts.
a p  =  0.012, b p  =  0.002, c p  =  0.036, d p  =  0.048, e p  <  0.001, f p  =  0.024, g p  <  0.001, h p  =  0.024, i p  <  0.001.
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Although we did not quantify this, PC-12 cell attach-
ment to the dielectric surface was poor. This may be due 
to the material physical properties and not due to cytotox-
icity. Growth of cells in the vicinity of the dielectric was not 
impaired, and extract tests show no impact of this material on 
L929 cell metabolic activity or survival (results presented in 
section 3.2.1).

3.3. Protein analysis—stimulation in physiological environment

3.3.1. Visual observations. Figure 9 shows fluorescence 
microscopy and SEM images of electrode arrays: stimulated 
for 21 d in 100% foetal calf serum (left column); stimulated 
for 3 d in culture medium containing 1% horse serum (middle 
column) and stimulated for 3 d in serum free culture medium. 
The autofluorescent agglomerates are visible on the anodes 
and cathode after 21 d in 100% FCS (Stimulated-Conditioned-
FCS) as well as on the central cathode after 3 d of stimula-
tion in culture medium containing 1% horse serum, but not on 
the ring electrodes stimulated for 3 d in the 1% horse serum 
medium, nor on any electrodes stimulated in the serum free 
medium. Agglomerates were also absent from Conditioned-
FCS arrays.

3.3.2. BCA assay. A set of arrays as-manufactured were con-
ditioned, with and without stimulation, for 3 d ( figure 3(b)) 
in either FCS or PBS. BCA assays determined that the 
Short-Conditioned-FCS arrays had a larger mass of pro-
tein than their stimulated counterparts: 199.71  ±  89.05 and 
81.12  ±  63.85 ug of protein, respectively (p  =  0.018, n  =  3). 
Stimulated-Conditioned-PBS arrays contained considerably 
less protein, at 4.91  ±  2.1 ug (n  =  3). Measurements from 
Conditioned-PBS arrays were below the detection level of the 
assay (i.e.  <1 µg in this experiment, n  =  3).

4. Discussion

4.1. Electrode characterisation

Thick-film printing techniques can be used to produce elec-
trode arrays at densities of hundreds of electrode sites per cm2, 
with each individual electrode being  ⩾50 µm in diameter. 
Electrode arrays of similar dimensions to those tested here 

Table 4. Charge injection capacity (Qinj) per cathodic phase of thick-film platinum/gold electrodes printed on alumina normalized to 
geometric area and real area (mean  ±  S.D. for n  =  5).

Before conditioning After 21 d conditioning

Unconditioned Stimulated-conditioned-PBS Conditioned-PBS

Qinj (mC cm−2) w.r.t. Geometric Area 0.373  ±  0.244a,b 0.748  ±  0.150a,c 0.722  ±  0.226b,c

Qinj (mC cm−2) w.r.t. Real Area 0.115  ±  0.075 0.136  ±  0.025 0.148  ±  0.052

Note: no significant differences were observed, results of paired two sample t-tests are indicated by superscripts. 
a t(4)  =  −1.918, p  =  0.128, b t(4)  =  −3.097, p  =  0.036, αbonferroni  =  0.025, c t(4)  =  0.262, p  =  0.806.

Figure 7. Effect of sample extracts on L929 fibroblast cell 
line. (Top) Quantification of cell survival (fraction of cells 
alive) as determined by trypan blue viability assay. (Bottom) 
Quantification of MTT assay for cell metabolic activity. Data 
represented as box plots for n  =  5 cell wells. Al  =  alumina; 
Di  =  sintered dielectric; Pt/Au  =  sintered platinum/
gold; HDPE  =  high density polyethylene negative control; 
phenol  =  phenol positive control.
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(150 µm in diameter) but micromachined out of Pt foil 
embedded in PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane), have been used 
to stimulate retinal tissue (Suaning et  al 2007, Dodds et  al 
2009). Our thick-film electrodes remain functional following 
21 d of continuous stimulation with electrical pulses com-
parable to those used in vitro and in vivo (Sachs et al 2004, 
Wong et  al 2009, Zeng et  al 2009, Green et  al 2014). The 
Pt/Au thick-film ink produces very porous structures, which 
results in low electrode impedance and high cell adherence. 
Electrode arrays and their component materials are found to 
be biocompatible in vitro and support stimulation of neuronal-
like cells.

Thick-film printing can produce features as small as 50 µm. 
This accuracy can be used to screen print electrodes with a 

pitch as low as 150 µm. Smaller feature sizes are limited by 
screen production and inaccuracies introduced by the flow 
of the thick-film inks. This may be overcome by defining the 
array pattern with a laser post-printing, which has been shown 
to lower the pitch to 75 µm (Ordonez et al 2009). The need for 
conductive tracks limits electrode densities, we estimate thick-
film printing will produce functional arrays with 20–25 elec-
trodes mm−2. Despite the simplicity of the printing technique, 
this approaches density values of state-of-the-art electrode 
arrays. Platinum arrays on high-temperature co-fired ceramic 
(HTCC), for example, can be manufactured at 49 electrodes 
mm−2 (unpublished work). For comparison, laser-cut Pt foil 
electrodes encapsulated in PDMS have achieved 0.33 elec-
trodes mm−2 (Henle et al 2009), while recent electrode array 

Figure 8. Survival and differentiation of PC-12 cells on electrode arrays. (A) Representative images of cell nuclei (blue) and actin 
filaments (green) following culture of cells on electrode surface for 96 h. Scale bar: 50 µm. (B) Quantification of PC-12 cell density on 
the electrode sites. (C) Quantification of measured neurite longitude (green) and average number of neurites per cell (orange). For all 
shown experiments, n  =  5 pairs of hexagonal electrode arrays. C-PBS  =  Conditioned-PBS, Active-Unc  =  Active-Unconditioned, Stim-C-
PBS  =  Stimulated-Conditioned-PBS, C-FCS  =  Conditioned-FCS, NGF  =  control containing nerve growth factor on glass cover slips, non-
NGF  =  control without nerve growth factor on glass cover slips.
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designs using photolithographic, thin-film and CMOS fabrica-
tion processes have achieved densities  >200 electrodes mm−2 
(Gunning et al 2013, Khodagholy et al 2015, Rios et al 2016).

We chose to arrange our electrodes in hexagonal units. This 
hex electrode arrangement has been observed to limit unde-
sired spread of current (Abramian et al 2011), and has been 
previously used in vitro (Green et al 2013). Parameters such as 
electrode density, feature size, and geometric distribution are 
readily changed by modifying the screens used for printing. 
Users will modify these parameters to tailor the thick-film 
arrays to their specific application. Moreover, although we 
limited our design to a single layer of conductor covered by 
a single layer of dielectric, this can be expanded. Multiple 
layers of conductor/insulator may be stacked to allow more 
complex overlapping circuit arrangements, requiring no addi-
tional materials or equipment beyond that presented in this 
work. This approach may also be used to build 3D features. 
Our two printed layers have a combined thickness of 25 µm, 
and further layers could be added to increase the height of 

the electrodes. Using this method, we have produced dome 
shaped electrodes protruding by an additional 25 µm over the 
dielectric (unpublished work).

The electrodes produced by thick-film printing have unu-
sual surface properties. Thick-film inks consist of metal or 
ceramic particles suspended in an organic vehicle. During 
drying and sintering the vehicle evaporates, and the parti-
cles coalesce into a highly porous material (Nam et al 2006). 
This porosity can be appreciated in SEM and VSI images of 
the electrode surface (figures 4 and 5), and was quantified to 
translate to a circa 3.4  ×  greater real surface area compared 
with geometric surface area, although this may be an under-
estimate due to the line-of-sight limitations of VSI. This com-
pares to surface indexes of 1.7 for compressed Pt particulate 
(Green et al 2013), 1.2 for Pt foil electrodes, increasing to 2.9 
with additional surface treatment (Dodds et  al 2009, Green 
et al 2012a, Green et al 2014), and 1.4 for electrodes made by 
melting Pt wires (Brummer et al 1977). Following stimulation 
and conditioning in vitro surface roughness and surface index 
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Figure 9. Electrodes following electrical stimulation in different media, visualized under a fluorescence (top and middle rows) and 
scanning electron microscope (bottom row). Protein adsorption can be seen to occur on the electrodes exposed to pure serum for 21 d 
(left column) and to a lesser extent on electrodes exposed to 1% serum in culture medium for 3 d (middle column), but not on electrodes 
stimulated in culture medium with no serum for 3 d (right column). Green: protein agglomerates (autofluorescence), red: alumina 
(autofluorescence). Scale bars: 500 µm (top row), 100 µm (middle row), and 50 µm (bottom row).
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increased. After 21 d real surface area was circa 5.3  ×  greater 
than geometric surface area. This may indicate loss of elec-
trode material through etching, dissolution, or adhesive 
failure, although this was not observed under SEM.

Porosity is an important property in electrically active sur-
faces, determining the surface area over which charge transfer 
may occur. Higher total surface area equates to lower double-
layer capacitance, and a reduction in the electrode’s electrical 
impedance modulus (Franks et al 2005). Even small increases 
in electrode surface may dramatically decrease their electrical 
impedance (Delivopoulos et  al 2012). Electrical impedance 
spectroscopy of our electrode arrays is in line with this con-
cept: thick-film electrodes had generally lower impedance 
modulus than Pt foil and thin-film smooth Au electrodes of 
similar dimensions, and similar impedance to other sintered 
electrodes (Delivopoulos et al 2012, Green et al 2013, 2014). 
As manufactured, the arrays have a 1 kHz impedance mag-
nitude of 7.73  ±  1.49 kΩ. Incubation in PBS for 21 d had 
little effect on the impedance magnitude. These values also 
appear relatively stable after extensive stimulation (1.8  ×  109 
electrical pulses over 21 d in PBS, Green et al 2012a, 2013), 
except for a significant decrease in impedanceat 1 kHz, in line 
with the increase in surface area observed by VSI.

CSC, and cCSC, of our arrays as manufactured was com-
parable to values published for laser-roughened Pt foil arrays 
of similar geometry (Green et al 2012a). The CSC and cCSC 
increased after 21 d of intensive stimulation in PBS com-
pared to incubation in PBS without stimulation, and may be 
explained by the increase in available surface (Green et  al 
2014).

Qinj of our thick-film Pt/Au electrodes is similar to that 
reported by Green et al (2013) for sintered Pt electrodes on 
ceramic (0.21–0.24 mC cm−2 for pulse widths of 0.2–0.8 ms) 
and Pt foils roughened by structured laser interference pat-
terning (0.13–0.36 mC cm−2 for pulse widths of 0.1–0.8 ms, 
Green et  al (2014)). These values are higher than those of 
Pt foil electrodes, which are in the range of 0.05–0.15 mC 
cm−2 for similar width pulses (Rose and Robblee 1990, Green 
et al 2012a), but lower than values reported for Pt electrodes 
coated with conductive polymers (Green et  al 2012b). The 
porous nature of sintered Pt, compared to smooth Pt foil, is 
likely to be responsible for this increase in the injection limit. 
The increase in Qinj following conditioning in PBS with and 
without stimulation to  >0.7 mC cm−2 is almost entirely 
explained by the increase in surface available for charge 
transfer: the circa 2  ×  increase in Qinj w.r.t. geometric surface 
area, is circa 1.2  ×  when normalised by surface index.

4.2. Biocompatibility

One of the major concerns related to the use of commercial 
thick-film inks is the presence of additives which may impair 
cell function—since these inks are not designed for this pur-
pose and their composition is not publicly available. We have 
shown that the materials used to manufacture the arrays—
including the Pt/Au and the dielectric inks—do not reduce cell 
survival or metabolic activity relative to biocompatible con-
trols. Moreover, we observed that neuronal cell lines cultured 

on electrode surfaces preferentially adhere to and extend pro-
cesses on the porous surface of the electrode sites. Preference 
for rough surfaces has been previously described in both 
neuronal and glial cells (Sorkin et al 2009). The porosity of 
the electrodes may therefore be beneficial, enhancing signal 
detection and stimulation efficiently by integrating with the 
target cells.

The arrays presented are based on an alumina ceramic plate. 
Ceramic arrays with sputtered thin-film platinum electrodes 
have been used as cortical biosensors and recording arrays 
(Burmeister et al 2000, Moxon et al 2004, Burmeister et al 
2005, Miller et al 2015). Evaluation of these arrays following 
implantation showed mild glial scarring and ‘minimal tissue 
damage’ up to 6 months (Hascup et al, 2009). The ceramic 
substrate also presents a range of possibilities in addition to 
electrode array manufacture: for example the manufacture 
of hermetic feedthroughs (Green et al 2013, Guenther et al 
2014), interconnects (Vanhoestenberghe et  al 2012, Fiedler 
et al 2013), and chip scale bonding (Guenther et al 2011).

4.3. Stimulation in physiological environment

Implantable electrode arrays face challenges presented by the 
in vivo biological response. Immediately following implant-
ation, proteins adsorb to the implant surface, forming a layer 
in a process termed biofouling (Anderson et al 2008). Most 
of these are blood serum proteins, such as albumin and fibrin-
ogen, which spontaneously and non-specifically adsorb to sur-
faces through non-covalent interactions. The resulting protein 
layer may impact on the properties of the electrodes, in par-
ticular increasing their impedance (Newbold et al 2010) and 
reducing the charge injection limit (Green et al 2014). This 
process is also relevant for arrays intended to be used solely in 
vitro: cell culture media are often supplemented with serum. 
To simulate the interactions of serum proteins and our elec-
trode arrays, we electrically stimulated arrays in 100% foetal 
calf serum for 21 d. We report on the formation of large auto-
fluorescent agglomerates (figure 9), presumed to be adsorbed 
proteins. The autofluorescent agglomerates are visible on the 
anodes and cathode after 21 d in 100% FCS (Stimulated-
Conditioned-FCS) as well as on the central cathode after 3 d 
in culture medium containing 1% horse serum, but not on any 
electrodes stimulated in serum free medium. Agglomerates 
were also absent from Conditioned-FCS arrays. This points to 
the importance of both the presence of serum, and the stimu-
lation, for their formation. Proteins may be attracted to the 
electrode surface by charge accumulation due to DC offset, 
as they are electrically charged (Rugheimer et al 2008). Our 
observations of the arrays stimulated in culture medium with 
1% horse serum further indicate that a higher current den-
sity promotes agglomerate formation since the agglomerate 
in this case was only visible on the central cathode, where 
the current density was 6  ×  greater than that of the anodes. 
The stimulation pulses are charge-balanced, hence the current 
direction is reversed after the stimulating pulse, which pre-
vents any conclusion as to the polarity of the agglomerates. 
Interestingly, the BCA assay measured a lower amount of pro-
tein on the Stimulated-Conditioned-FCS arrays compared to 
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the Conditioned-FCS arrays, on which the proteins had there-
fore passively adsorbed. These results conflict, particularly 
since non-stimulated electrodes did not present any autofluo-
rescent aggregates on visual inspection. This calls for further 
invest igation, such as protein conformation and absorbed 
layer composition, to determine whether the autofluorescence 
seen in arrays stimulated in serum is not caused by proteins, 
or indeed whether this effect is consistent across a large range 
of electrode arrays.

Despite the presence of these agglomerates on the arrays 
stimulated in FCS for 21 d, their impedance response was 
similar to that of the Unconditioned arrays, as seen in the Bode 
plot of the Stimulated-Conditioned-FCS arrays (figure 6). The 
presence of serum in the environment might be considered to 
increase the arrays impedance, however, our results are incon-
clusive, as seen in table 2. The presence of proteins in solu-
tion and adsorbed to the surfaces may be protective, inhibiting 
structural changes and Pt electrode dissolution (Robblee et al 
1980, Green et al 2014).

Protein adsorption to implanted materials or cell culture 
surfaces occurs whenever serum is present in the medium. 
However, the nature and effect of this coating is largely 
dependent on the properties of the surface it adsorbs to. 
Heavier serum proteins—such as fibronectin and vitron-
ectin—tend to adsorb preferentially to hydrophilic surfaces, 
and enhance cell attachment (Steele et al 1995, Collier et al 
1997). Smaller proteins like complement factors or immuno-
globulins are instead enriched in hydrophobic surface layers, 
and may trigger inflammation and implant rejection (Wilson 
et  al 2005, Anderson et  al 2008). We find that PC-12 cells 
cultured on electrode arrays pre-conditioned in serum exhibit 
a higher degree of neurite extension, which may indicate that 
the formation of an attachment-promoting protein layer on our 
electrode arrays has a positive impact on cells. Whether this 
extends to in vivo implantation, however, is not possible to 
predict with only the available data.

5. Conclusion

We have reported on the in vitro properties of a high-density 
Pt/Au electrode array manufactured using thick-film printing 
techniques. The arrays have electrical and topological prop-
erties comparable to other arrays manufactured using more 
complex and expensive techniques, and support the growth of 
neuronal cell lines. These findings, combined with the versa-
tility and facility for mass production of thick-film printing, 
make it an attractive platform for the low-cost production of 
customisable electrode arrays with applications in tissue engi-
neering and neuroscience research.
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